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Abstract

Habitat fragmentation is generally thought to be a leading cause of loss
of biodiversity� In fragmented landscapes� maintenance of habitat con�
nectivity is an important consideration in conservation planning� In this
paper� we develop methods for quantifying habitat connectivity at mul�
tiple scales and assigning conservation priority to habitat patches based
on their contribution to connectivity� By representing the habitat mo�
saic as a mathematical �graph� we show that percolation theory can be
used to quantify connectivity at multiple scales from empirical landscape
data� Our results indicate that connectivity of landscapes is highly scale
dependent� exhibiting a marked transition at a characteristic distance
and varying signi�cantly for organisms with di�erent dispersal behavior�
More importantly� we show that the sensitivity and importance of land�
scape pattern is also scale dependent peaking at scales associated with
the percolation transition� The sensitivity analysis allows us in addition
to identify critical �key�stone� patches that when removed from the land�
scape cause large changes in connectivity� These methods are applied to
the distribution of forest habitats throughout the Southwestern U�S� and
management implications for the threatened Mexican Spotted Owl 	Strix
occidentalis lucida
 are discussed�

� Introduction

Habitat fragmentation is a primary concern for conservation of biodiversity in
human dominated landscapes �Harris ����� Noss ����� Saunders et al	 ����� Rich
et al	 ����� Simberlo
 �����	 Human population growth� and the subsequent
conversion of landscapes for human use� has lead to a rapid increase in habitat
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fragmentation and loss of biodiversity in many parts of the world �Noss �����
Saunders et al	 ���� Pimm et al	 �����	

The threat of habitat fragmentation stems� of course� from the direct loss of
the quantity of habitat� and from the subdivision of populations into smaller and
increasingly isolated demes	 Small populations su
er greater risk of local ex�
tinction for a number of reasons	 These include environmental and demographic
stochasticity �Hanski ����� Harrison ����� Verboom and Lankester ������ ge�
netic stochasticity resulting in a loss of heterozygosity through drift �Gilpin
������ and from loss of �tness due to inbreeding �Soul�e �����	 Habitat fragmen�
tation also reduces dispersal among populations which can lead to extinction of
local populations that depend on immigration �Brown and Kodric�Brown �����
Pulliam ������ and may cause collapse of an entire metapopulation �Lande �����
Hanski and Gilpin ����� Ebenhard ����� Lamberson et al	 �����	 More subtle
e
ects of fragmentation include alteration of microclimate along exposed for�
est edges �Lovejoy et al	 ������ invasion by disturbance tolerant species �Harris
����� Villard and Taylor ������ reduced rates of pollinator visits to �owering
plants �Aizen and Feinsinger ������ and disruption of herbivore population reg�
ulation by predators and parasitoids �Kruess and Tscharntke �����	

Dispersal among habitat patches reduces many of the problems associated
with fragmentation and isolation	 As a result� many conservation e
orts have
focussed on maintaining habitat connectivity by preserving �corridors� of habi�
tat linking important populations �Wilson and Willis ����� Harris ����� Noss
�����	 Preservation of all existing habitats will� of course� be most e
ective in
maintaining connectivity	 However� resources for habitat preservation are often
limited	 Thus� a key step in developing a conservation plan is to identify habi�
tat areas most critical to the species or ecosystem of concern� so that available
resource can be used e�ciently	 Currently� however� there exists no systematic�
quantitative methodology for designating critical habitats	

In this paper� we introduce a multi�scaled approach to assigning priority
to landscape elements based on a quantitative measure of habitat connectiv�
ity	 Our approach emphasized measurement of habitat connectivity at multiple
scales� de�ned as a maximum dispersal distance between two patches� and the
assignment of importance to habitat patches based on their overall contribution
to landscape connectivity	

The emphasis on a multi�scaled approach was important because� in general�
landscape patterns are not expressed at a particular scale� but involves a hierar�
chy of scales �Urban et al	 ����� Delcourt and Delcourt ����� Rykiel et al	 �����	
Furthermore� organisms of di
erent size resolve patterns in the landscape at dif�
ferent scales �Holling �����	 Allometric scaling relations� for example� predict
increased territory size with increased body mass �Peters ����	 Thus� a given
landscape that appears highly fragmented at one scale may appear relatively
connected to organisms that interact with the landscape at another scale �Milne
�����	 In the context of ecosystem management �Franklin ����� measuring con�
nectivity at multiple scales allows for an aggregate measure of patch importance
that applies simultaneously to species of di
erent sizes	 When the focus is on a
particular species� a multi�scaled approach allows one to incorporate uncertainty
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in estimates of a species dispersal behavior	

��� The Mexican Spotted Owl

Although we are principally concerned with a theory of landscape connectiv�
ity across scales� the following analyses were developed in conjunction with the
recovery plan for the Mexican Spotted Owl �Block et al	 �����	 The Mexican
Spotted Owl is a subspecies of the Spotted Owl� and is distributed in a highly
fragmented manner across mountain ranges and canyonlands in the southwest�
ern U	S	 and Mexico �Ganey and Balda �����	 The subspecies was recently listed
as Threatened under the Endangered Species Act because of concerns over po�
tential habitat loss due to current and future timber harvests �Turner ����	
Mexican Spotted Owls appear to depend on old growth forests� at least in part
of their range �Ganey and Balda �����	 They nest on ledges in rocky canyons�
but only if there are suitable foraging habitats nearby �Ganey and Balda �����	
Mexican Spotted Owls are relatively intolerant to heat stress and may prefer
closed canopy forests and steep walled canyons for their cooler microclimates
�Barrows �����	

With a few exceptions �Ganey and Balda ������ relatively little is known
about demographics� dispersal� foraging behavior� and habitat use of the Mexi�
can Spotted Owl	 Thus we were confronted with �nding an approach that would
provide useful information to decision makers despite the lack of precise knowl�
edge about Mexican Spotted Owl life history traits	 We focused on habitat
pattern because a primary goal of conservation biology is to identify and pro�
tect critical habitats	 We felt the approach should characterize the landscape at
multiple scales� which is useful in two contexts	 First� by quantifying landscape
connectivity at multiple scales� one can assess the sensitivity of the results to un�
certainty about the scale at which individuals disperse among patches	 Second�
the multiscaled approach allows composite measures applicable to communities
of species that operate at a variety of spatio�temporal scales	 Thus our results
have implications for conservation beyond Spotted Owls and provide a step
towards ecosystem management in a spatial context	

� Methods

Our approach to the study of landscape connectivity derives from graph theory
�Harary ����� Cantwell and Forman ���� and percolation theory �Stau
er and
Aharony ����� Gardner et al	 ����� Gould and Tobochnik ����� Creswick et al	
�����	 First� we generated a potential habitat map for the Mexican Spotted
Owl	 We used a digital forest cover map produced by U	S	D	A	 Forest Service
�Evans and Zhu ���� Evans et al	 ���� to �nd areas of suitable owl habitat	
The cover map was derived from AVHRR satellite imagery and had a � km�

grid�cell size	 Each grid�cell contained a label identifying it as one of � forest
types	 The forest types were named for dominant or indicator species� each
type represented a multispecies plant assemblage	 For example� the Douglas��r





type corresponds to a mixed�conifer forest which may contain white �r �Abies
concolor� and several species of pine �Pinus ponderosa� P� contorta�	 The extent
of the image was cropped to the boundaries of Colorado� Utah� Arizona� and
New Mexico� to encompass the entire range of the Mexican Spotted Owl within
the U	S	 Data were not available for Mexico	

Two cover types� Douglas��r �i	e	� mixed conifer� and ponderosa pine types�
were chosen to represent potential habitat based on studies of Mexican Spotted
Owl habitat requirements �Ganey and Balda �����	 All other cover types were
considered �non�habitat	� The resulting map was a course�scale approximation
of the distribution of habitat which could be used by Mexican Spotted Owls
for foraging and nesting	 We did not expect to resolve landscape features less
than the � km cell size of the imagery� even though in some cases those features
may have been used by owls� e	g	� narrow� rocky canyons in Southwest Utah	
However� we were interested in the broad�scale distribution of habitat and� in
particular� the distance relationships among habitat patches	 Therefore� we
were not concerned with �ne�scale habitat heterogeneity	 Instead� we focused on
distances between pairs of habitat patches as indices of inter�patch connectivity	

Second� we identi�ed and labeled each contiguous habitat patch on the map	
Two habitat cells were considered to be in the same forest patch if they were
adjacent in the four cardinal directions or diagonally �northeast� northwest�
and so on�	 The habitat map contained � �� ��� individual patches� most of
which were single� isolated habitat cells	 Patches of only a few habitat cells
may have been the result of errors in the original satellite image classi�cation	
We therefore removed patches � �� km� from the map� retaining only the
largest ��� patches	 We had no means of determining whether the patches
removed represented true habitat patches	 Neither was it known if such small�
isolated patches are of importance to Mexican Spotted Owl dispersal	 However�
estimates of Mexican Spotted Owl territory size range from � km� to �� km�

�Ganey and Balda �����	 Therefore� patches of a few grid�cells probably did not
represent signi�cant owl habitat	 We repeated our analyses on several di
erent
potential habitat maps using di
erent combinations of cover types and di
erent
minimum patch sizes	 In all cases we found qualitatively similar results to those
presented here	

In terms of graph theory� each patch or contiguous region of habitat can be
considered �node� or �vertex� in a graph	 For the purpose of illustration� each
vertex was represented by a dot placed at the center of its corresponding patch
�see Fig	 ��	 Connections between patches were represented by lines or �edges�
connecting vertices	 A set of interconnected patches� separated from the rest of
the habitat distribution� was called a �sub�graph	�

Third� we varied an assumed maximum dispersal distance� or the farthest
distance a dispersing individual could �y between two patches� and measured
landscape connectivity at each maximum distance	 Patches of potential owl
habitat were joined together if their minimum edge�to�edge distance �i	e	� the
shortest distance over �non�habitat� a disperser must cross to move from one
patch to the other� was less than or equal to the maximum dispersal distance	
For each maximum dispersal distance� we grouped sets of habitat patches con�
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nected via dispersal into aggregate clusters or sub�graphs	 We incremented the
maximum dispersal distance from � km �all patches independent� to ��� km �all
patches connected to form a single large cluster� in � km steps	

Aggregation of patches at increasing distances or length scales is equivalent
to a bond�percolation problem �Stau
er and Aharony �����	 At each maxi�
mum dispersal distance� we measured the connectivity of the resulting habitat
distribution	 In percolation theory a standard measure of connectivity is the
�correlation length�� de�ned as the weighted average radius of the clusters on
the map	 The radius of each cluster or sub�graph �sometimes referred to as the
�radius of gyration�� Creswick et al	 ����� was given by

Rs � ��ns

nX
i��

p
�xi � �xs�� � �yi � �ys�� ���

where �xs and �ys are the mean x and y coordinates of habitat cells in sub�graph s�
xi and yi are the x and y coordinates of the ith habitat grid�cell in the sub�graph
and ns is the total number of habitat cells in the sub�graph	 The average radius
is a standardized measure of the length of a habitat cluster	 For example� a
chain of habitat patches connected in a line would have a relatively long radius�
whereas as set of connected patches all located nearby to one another would have
a shorter radius	 The average radius is a measure of the degree to which a sub�
graph spans across the landscape thereby connecting distant habitat patches	

The correlation length �Creswick et al	 ����� was given by

� �

P
�nsRs�P

ns

���

where symbols are as de�ned in Eq	 �	 The correlation length represents the
distance away� on average� that an individual is able to disperse from a randomly
chosen starting point	 Any one individual was not expected to disperse a dis�
tance equal to the correlation length� unless its dispersal range approached the
extent of the habitat distribution	 However� o
spring from individuals that suc�
cessfully disperse to new areas can themselves disperse and so forth� such that
over a number of generations� the distance traveled was expected to approach
the measured correlation length	 Thus� a short correlation length would indi�
cate a disconnected habitat distribution and fragmented populations	 A long
correlation length �approaching the extent of the habitat distribution� would
indicate a connected landscape and highly interconnected populations	

Fourth� we measured the relative contribution of each habitat patch to the
connectivity of the landscape	 For each maximum dispersal distance� each patch
was systematically removed from the landscape and the correlation length was
recalculated	 The change in the correlation length observed when a patch was
removed was used as an index of the patch contribution to connectivity	 The
normalized importance index for patch p was given by

Ip��� �
���� � ���� p�

����
��
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where ���� is the correlation length of the landscape reclustered at distance �
and ���� p� is the correlation length after patch p was removed	

Throughout we have assumed that a set of disjunct� isolated populations
have a higher risk of extinction than does a metapopulation	 Habitat degrada�
tion in large� high importance patches is of concern	 However� the risk of a large
patch being entirely removed from the map is low	 Small patches which connect
large areas of habitat are of special concern because they have a large e
ect on
landscape connectivity as well as a proportionately higher risk of being lost from
the available habitat	 For instance� a large �re could engulf an entire habitat
patch if it were su�ciently small	 We therefore de�ned a second� area�corrected
importance index�

Rp��� �
Ip���

np

���

where np is the number of habitat cells in patch p	 The area�corrected index
can be interpreted as a measure of the relative risk� per unit area� associated
with the loss of a particular habitat patch	

Organisms of di
erent size and dispersal behavior interact with the land�
scape at di
erent scales �Holling �����	 Therefore� a particular patch may have
variable importance across a range of scales or to species of di
erent body size	
To incorporate multi�scale dynamics� we de�ned an overall importance index as
the average patch importance across a range of maximum dispersal distances�

Ip �
�

��

Z ��

�

Ip��� ���

where �� is the distance at which the all patches are connected	 This index
orders patches according to their overall contribution to connectivity	

Similarly� we de�ned an overall� area�corrected index as the average per
grid�cell importance over a range of scales�

Rp �
�

��

Z ��

�

Rp��� ���

Because the overall indices are computed across a wide range of scales� they
represent an aggregate measure of patch importance	 The indices potentially
apply to an entire suite of species that resolve the landscape at di
erent scales	
They also provide a multiscale measure of risk associated with the removal of
certain habitat patches from the landscape by quantifying the sensitivity of the
landscape con�guration in terms of loss of connectivity	

Finally� we joined habitat patches together based on a stochastic dispersal
function	 We assumed that the probability of an owl successfully dispersing
between two patches would decrease monotonically as the distance between the
patches increased	 A simple function that �ts this assumption is a negative
exponential�

p�d� � e�kd ���
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where p�d� is the probability of dispersing at least distance d and k is the
dispersal coe�cient	 Dispersal data for the Mexican Spotted Owl are well �t
by a negative exponential dispersal function �Block et al	 �����	 Notice that
the negative exponential is a cumulative probability distribution	 It speci�es
the fraction of individuals that disperse to or beyond a given distance	 The
function can be indexed conveniently by a tail probability distance� p����� the
distance beyond which �� of individuals might disperse	

We then used a Monte Carlo procedure to generate multiple landscape con�
�gurations	 We varied the dispersal coe�cient� k� from �	� �p���� �  km� to
�	�� �p���� � �� km�	 For each value of the dispersal coe�cient� ��� randomly�
connected landscape�con�gurations were generated and their correlation length
recorded	 The connections between patches in each con�guration were deter�
mined by comparing a uniform random number between �	�	 and �	� to the
probability of dispersal occurring between the patches according to Eq	 �	 If
the random number was less than the the dispersal probability� the patches were
joined into the same sub�graph or cluster� based on the minimum edge�to�edge
distance	 Thus� the expected frequency� over many random con�gurations� of
two patches being joined was equal the probability of successful dispersal be�
tween them	 Patches far apart were rarely connected� whereas patches whose
edges were in close proximity were often connected� the frequency being deter�
mined by the dispersal coe�cient	

� Results

As the maximum inter�patch dispersal�distance was increased� the forest cover
map became increasingly and connected and eventually coalesced into a single�
large graph that spanned the entire habitat distribution �Fig	 ��	 At a �� km
joining distance� the landscape was largely composed of independent patches
and small habitat clusters	 Thus� for organisms capable of dispersing �� km�
the landscape was highly fragmented	 At �� km� larger sub�graphs formed� but
the landscape was still divided into several habitat clusters	 Above �� km� most
of the habitat distribution was joined� e
ectively connecting subpopulations
into a large metapopulation	 Although most of the habitat was joined at ��
km� only a single edge existed between the large subgraphs in the northeast and
southwest of the habitat distribution	 The vertices at either end of the single
connecting�edge are known as �articulation points� because removing either one
would bisect the graph �Harary �����	 At a joining distance of �� km� the graph
was highly interconnected and� in general� there were many alternate pathways
from any one patch to another	

The sudden transition from a relatively disconnected distribution of habitat
to a largely connected map appeared as an in�ection in the plot of correlation
length versus joining distance �Fig	 ��	 Between �� and �� km the correlation
length of the landscape nearly doubled� increasing from ��� km to about ��� km	
A sudden change in connectivity at a critical density� or in this case a dispersal
distance� is referred to in percolation theory as a geometric �phase transition�
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Figure �� Landscape graphs depicting functional landscape connections at dif�
ferent scales	 Dots represent graph vertices and were placed at the center of
forest habitat patches	 Lines or edges were drawn between verticies if the mini�
mum edge�to�edge distance between patches was less than the maximum disersal
distance	

�Stau
er and Aharony �����	 Thus� the landscape of habitat patches was di�
vided into two separate �phases�� a connected phase and a disconnected phase	
Owls which typically disperses less than �� km would be in the disconnected
phase with relatively isolated subpopulations	 If however� owls dispersed beyond
�� km� their populations would be interconnected and less subject to stochastic
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Figure �� Correlation length of potential owl habitat at di
erent maximum
inter�patch dispersal distances	

and other extinction threats associated with isolation	
The in�ection in the correlation length not only separated the connected and

disconnected phases of the map� but also was related to the sensitivity of the
landscape to habitat alterations	 When patches were removed from the map�
the e
ect on connectivity was highly scale dependent �Fig	 �	 At short joining
distances� the e
ect of removing a patch was largely determined by its size�
although shape may have also been important	 At a � km joining distance �all
patches independent�� the pro�le was dominated by the largest patch	

At longer joining distances �� and �� km�� several of the largest patches
caused large deviations in the correlation length when removed	 At � and
�� km dispersal distances� the second and third largest patches composed the
bulk of the graph	 Up to this point ����� km�� the sensitivity pro�les were
dominated by the largest patches	 Thus� the relative position and orientation of
patches mattered little� patch size was the most important factor determining
importance	

The pattern of landscape sensitivity changed abruptly at �� and �� km	
Although the largest patch still had a relatively high importance index� the
pro�le �Fig	 � exhibited several large spikes generated by much smaller patches	
The large sensitivity associated with these patches was not due to their size�
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Figure � Sensitivity pro�les at di
erent scales	 From bottom to top� the land�
scape was reclustered at �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� and �� km	 The normalized
importance index is Ip��������	

rather it re�ected their role as �key�stone� patches connecting large areas of
habitat	 These key�stone patches corresponded to articulation�points in the
graph	

At distances above the transition ��� and �� km�� the sensitivity pro�le
returned to a pattern where the largest patches were most important	 However�
the overall sensitivity was much lower� particularly at �� km� because as the
maximum�joining distance was increased� the number of alternate pathways
between any two patches increased� and the removal of any one patch had little
e
ect on connectivity	

The importance of individual patches was measured by removing each patch
and recording the change in connectivity	 Importance measures were summed
across all dispersal distances to give an overall measure of importance for each
patch �Eq	 �	 When forest patches were colored according to their importance�
a large �habitat core� spanned across the forest cover map �Fig	 ��	 Patches
in the habitat core had a large e
ect on connectivity at all measured dispersal
distances	 The importance of core patches stemmed not only from their size�
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Figure �� Map of habitat patch importance �Ip� across scales ������ km�	 Num�
bers indicate the six highest scoring patches	

but also from the fact that they formed a connected corridor across most of the
owls range within the U	S	

A di
erent pattern emerged when area�corrected patch importance was used�
small key�stone patches appeared scattered throughout the habitat distribution
�Fig	 ��	 Patches with high area�corrected importance values� although small
in size� had a large e
ect on connectivity when removed from the landscape	
Key�stone patches typically corresponded to articulation�points in the landscape
graph	 The most important patches� for example� appear near the middle of
the habitat distribution �Fig	 �� and are the same patches that generated a
spanning link at a �� km dispersal distance �Fig	 ��	 Because the loss of key�
stone patches could lead to large changes in landscape connectivity� they may
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Figure �� Map of habitat patch importance �Rp� across scales ������ km�	
Numbers indicate the six highest scoring patches	

merit disproportionate concern relative to their size in designations of critical
habitat	

��� Monte Carlo analysis

Whereas the assumption of a maximum dispersal distance is useful for charac�
terizing the connectivity of landscapes at di
erent scales� it does not consider
the stochastic nature of dispersal events	 Therefore� we employed a Monte Carlo
analysis� based on a dispersal probability function� to characterize the range of
connectivities observed for di
erent dispersal coe�cients �see Eq	 ��	

When the dispersal coe�cient was varied between k � ���� �i	e	� long range
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Figure �� Landscape connectivity for di
erent dispersal coe�cients	 The coe��
cient is k in p�d� � e�kd where p�d� is the probability of an individual dispersing
at least distance d	 Each circle represents a single random landscape con�gura�
tion	

dispersal� and k � ��� �i	e	� short range dispersal�� the relationship between
dispersal behavior and connectivity of the landscape was profoundly non�linear�
exhibiting a strong in�ection at intermediate values �Fig	 ��	 Furthermore� the
distribution of correlation lengths was clearly divided into two distinct phases�
higher values indicated the connected phase and lower values a disjoint phase	
At intermediate values� both phases existed for the same value of the dispersal
coe�cient	 Thus� the phase transition observed previously for maximum disper�
sal distances was� in the Monte Carlo analysis� directly related to a particular
dispersal coe�cient	 For forest habitats in the Southwest� the critical dispersal
coe�cient �kc� was approximately �	����	��	

The range of connectivities for a given dispersal coe�cient also exhibited
marked di
erences across as dispersal distances were increased	 At either end of
the plot �k � ���� and k � ����� the range of connectivity values was minimal	
Long�range dispersal resulted in the landscape being connected for every Monte
Carlo iteration	 For short�range dispersal� the landscape was always fragmented	
At intermediate dispersal coe�cients� near the percolation transition� the range
of connectivity values was much greater	 The large range of connectivity values
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was again a re�ection of the increased sensitivity found near a phase transition	

� Discussion

We have demonstrated two main results� �� as potential dispersal distances
were increased� the connectivity of Southwest forest habitats exhibits a marked
transition from a disconnected or fragmented distribution to a connected distri�
bution� and �� the sensitivity of the habitat distribution to perturbations was
greatest at intermediate dispersal distances� near the percolation threshold	 It
is well known that random graphs also exhibit phase transitions �Stau
er and
Aharony �����	 Thus� we have no reason to believe these results apply only to
Southwest forests	

The existence of a transition between connected and disconnected phases
has important implications for conservation biology	 First� fragmentation of a
landscape is not a continuous process	 Loss of connectivity can occur suddenly
as the landscape passes through the percolation threshold	 Thus extinction
risks may increases suddenly and unexpectedly as habitats become increasingly
fragmented �see also Lamberson et al	 �����	

Second� the scale at which organisms interact with the landscape is an im�
portant consideration in evaluating risks associated with fragmentation	 When
the distance between patches is large relative to the scale at which a species
disperses� then the populations in each patch are e
ectively isolated	 Therefore�
the loss of any one patch from the landscape will not have an e
ect beyond the
particular patch lost	 Similarly� if a species typically disperses a much longer dis�
tance than the inter�patch distance� loss of any single patch will not signi�cantly
change the connectivity among populations because there are many alternate
dispersal routes from one patch to another	 It is only when the populations
are tenuously connected� near the percolation threshold� that the relationship
among patches becomes critical� removal of even a single patch can have a large
e
ect on connectivity and� by inference� extinction risk	 One could also con�
sider this a formal de�nition of a metapopulation� a set of populations that
are neither completely connected into a single population� nor fragmented into
independent and isolated demes� but instead tenuously connected	

The sensitivity of landscape graphs near the percolation threshold also has
implications for the dynamics of metapopulations	 In the Monte Carlo analysis�
the variance of the connectivities observed increased greatly near the critical
dispersal coe�cient	 The range of connectivities may re�ect the range of time�
scales involved in metapopulation dynamics	 Returning to the Mexican Spotted
Owl� if juvenile birds disperse only short distances �k � ����� then the land�
scape is relatively disconnected	 In a single generation� juvenile birds would
typically disperse within their natal patch� or� at most� to a nearest neighbor
patch	 Over many generations� the pattern would be the same� demes would
remain isolated because juveniles generally would not disperse far enough to
reach other populations	 This was re�ected in the Monte Carlo analysis by a
small variance in connectivity across all randomizations	 No matter how many
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trials� the landscape remained disconnected	
If juvenile owls disperse long distances �k � ������ then local sub�populations

would be completely connected� even over the time�span of a single genera�
tion� because juveniles could disperse essentially across the entire habitat range	
Thus� the short�term connectivity and long�term connectivity would be the
same	 Again� this was re�ected in the Monte Carlo analysis� the landscape
remained connected over all randomizations	

If owls disperse intermediate distances �k � kc�� populations will be con�
nected across a hierarchy of time and space scales	 Because juveniles are dis�
persing just far enough to reach neighboring patches� nearby patches would be
connected within a single generation	 However� in order for far away patches to
be connected in terms of exchange of alleles� it would require several generations
of dispersal events	 In other words� it would take a considerable length of time
for an allele to di
use or �percolate� across the landscape before it reached a far
distant deme	 Thus� the range of connectivity values found in the Monte Carlo
analysis can be viewed as an index of the range of time�scales involved in ge�
netic mixing of populations	 The rate of dispersal through critically�connected
landscapes also has implications for demographic and population dynamics as
well as population genetics	 It would be important� for example� in determining
the rate of population recovery after a local extinction has occured	

How does Mexican Spotted Owl dispersal behavior relate to the distribution
of forest habitats in the Southwest� Available data suggest that a negative
exponential function is a good approximation to the owl s dispersal behavior
�Block et al	 �����	 We estimated the dispersal coe�cient to be approximately
k � ����� a value near the percolation threshold for Southwest forests	 Thus�
we believe the results shown here are of particular importance to the Mexican
Spotted Owl	

Using the results of the perturbation analysis� we can make speci�c rec�
ommendations for habitat preservation	 We identi�ed two kinds of important
patches� �� core patches forming a corridor across habitat distribution� and ��
key�stone patches that link large areas but are themselves small	 We believe con�
servation priority should be given �rst to key�stone patches� then core patches�
and �nally the remaining patches	 Of course� �ner�scale habitat properties will
also need to be considered� such as land�ownership and habitat quality� in de�
termining which patches to give priority	 Nonetheless� our approach can be
used in a top�down fashion that �rst maintains the integrity of the landscape
by preserving connectivity� and then suggests where more detailed studies are
needed	

Key�stone patches may have importance beyond single species	 Because the
patch�importance measures were averaged over many scales� key�stone patches
may be important components of the landscape for multiple species	 Due to
the proximity of key�stone patches to large core patches� key�stone patches may
receive a larger and more constant in�ux of dispersing individuals� and therefore
maintain higher population densities with lower year�to�year variation in abun�
dance	 As a result� key�stone patches may correspond to diversity �hot�spots�
�Pimm et al	 ������ an hypothesis which could easily be tested in the �eld	
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Finally� we consider the implications of a critical dispersal distance for evo�
lution of dispersal strategies	 Clearly� there are potential �tness advantages
to dispersal �Olivieri et al	 �����	 In territorial species� such as the Mexican
Spotted Owl� juveniles must disperse to �nd a nesting territory and a mate	
Dispersal can also facilitate the spreading of more �t genotypes throughout the
population	 However� there are costs to dispersal as well	 Dispersing individuals
experience increased risk of mortality� either by predation or failing to �nd suit�
able habitat	 Also� if there is too much mixing of populations� locally adapted
genotypes would tend to di
use into the greater population and be lost	 Thus�
the dispersal behavior may be a tradeo
 between advantages of local dispersal
and advantages of long�range dispersal	 These tradeo
s will be strongly a
ected
the geometry of the landscape in which dispersal occurs	

We are intrigued by the correspondence between the measured dispersal
coe�cient for Mexican Spotted Owls and the critical coe�cient found in the
Monte Carlo analysis	 We suggest that organisms evolve dispersal behavior
in response to landscape patterns and that optimal dispersal strategies may
correspond to a critically connected graph	 If true� critical dispersal behavior
would have important implications for understanding population dynamics in
heterogeneous landscapes� as well as providing a framework in which to unite
landscape ecology with population biology	
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